
CORRESPONDENCE 

The Editor, 

Journal of Glaciology 

SIR, Regime of the Ross Ice Shelf, " Little America" station 

In a le tter to you, Crary ( I g64) has discussed our calculation of the regime of the Ross Ice She lf 
(Shumskiy and Zotikov, Ig63[b) ), and disagreed with part of it. The main difference between Crary's 
conclusion and ours arises from our assumption that ice density is constant a long the horizontal x-axis 
in the direction of ice movement. Crary's data which we used did not include information on this density 
gradient and so we assumed op/ox = o. 

W e subsequently found that the density gradient could be evaluated using Crary's value for the 
tangents of the angles of bottom slope (f3 ) and surface slope (<X) : 

tan f3 = - 5 tan rx = - 3 ' o5 X IO- J . 

From th e equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, equation (5 ) in Shumskiy and Zotikov ( lg63[a) ), it 
follows that 

Zb 

J op dz = ps tan rx +(p".- p) b ta n f3 = - I' 35 X 10- 4 g. cm .- J . 
ox 

Thus, due to melting of the d ense bottom ice, the average ice-she lf density is appreciably decreasing 
towards the edge, and this completely changes the result of the calculat ion. Because of this the ice-shelf 
bottom slope is also 1·6 times steeper tha n in the case of constant density. 

Substituting the observed value for the density gradient into equat ion ( 10) in Shumskiy and Zotikov 
( lg63[a ) ), we obtain results that a re as follows : bottom m elting ra te ab = - 57'8 g. cm.-' yr. - ' , 
ab/pb = - 63'3 cm.yr. - I, supply of ice by movem ent 

Z /J Z b 

Il [PS tan rx - Pb tan f3- J op dZ] = ll [ p~ ] [ps tan <x-J '!!..dZ] = 79'9 g. cm. - 2 yr. - I, 
iJx P IU p b iJx 

and ll ( tan rx - tan f3 ) = 93 '4 cm. yr. - I. The sm a ll differences from Crary's results a re due to the fact 
that Crary used the average density in his approximate formulae. 

In connection with this som e results of thermal regime calculations in our previous pa pers ought a lso 
to be changed . Calcula ted temperature values obta ined using the cha nged values of the bottom melting 
rate and of the Pecle number (Pe = 7' 55) a re shown in Table I. 

TAB L E I. R ECA L CULATE D TEMPERATU R E DISTRIBUTI ON I N THE Ross I CE SHELF AT " LITTLE AMERICA" STATION 

Depth In. 5 1 ' 4 77 ' I 

Temperatllre QC. - 2~'1 - 22 ' 9 

10 3 
- 22 6 

128 '5 

- 2 1 ·8 

154 180 

- 20 ' 7 - 18·6 

206 23 1 

- 15 '4 - 9 . 8 

Our a ttempt to evaluate changes of bottom melting rate w ith distance from the ice shelf edge was 
based on the assumption of constant wa ter temperature under the ice shelf. New data by Zumberge 
( lg64) a re contrary to th is assumption, showing a much greater g radient of bottom melting rate. 

We cannot agree with Crary's other comments. Our assumption tha t density is constant with time 
(op/ot = 0), is the necessary condition for a steady state, as found by Crary, and discussion about an 
ice shelf changing its thickness only as a result of bottom m elting a nd without ice creep and density 
gradients has no relation to the case we considered. 

Our m ethod of calculation is based on integration of the continu ity equation having regard to the 
real boundary conditions at the surface and bottom of an ice shelf (Shumskiy and Zotikov, Ig63[a) ) . 
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JO U RNAL OF GLAC I OLOGY 

The two equations used take into account a ll possible changes in a steady ice shelf, considered as a 
continuum, at a given poin t. They are : 
for mass changes 

2 3 4 S 6 
Z. Zb 

+ u ps tan a - p b tan f3 - - dz - - + -[ J ap ] [au av] 
ax ax ay J pdz = 0 

z, 

5'S + 7 1 '0 + 3 ' 4 = 0 g. cm .- ' yr. - I 

for thickness changes 

2 3 4 5 6 
Z. 

a s + ab + u [tan a - tan f3 - ':'" J ap dZ ] -.:...[~+~] ps p b P b ax p b ox ay 

7 
Zb 

J Pb- ps 
pdz - --- Ws = 0 

pb 
z, 

66'9-63'3 + 15. 6 + 77. 8 + 3 '7 50 ' 2 50 ' S = ocm.yr. - I 

Every term of the equation has a number placed above it and also has its value at the particular point 
on the Ross Ice Shelf given beneath it . Each term in the first equation corresponds to the term with the 
same number in the second equation, except that there is no term No. 7 in the first equation because 
this term of the second equation expresses the rate of total ice thickness d ecrease due to d ensification of 
ice without change of mass. 

C ra ry does not consider mass and thickness changes duc to movem ent and d ensity gradient (term 
N o. 5 in both equations) a nd prefers to d etermine the rate of thinning due to densification as 

':! i> __ ps = 39 cm . yr. - I. But the ice-shelf thinning due to d ensification is the sum of the thinning of a ll 
ps p 
its individual strata. Our m ethod may be applied to any layer within the ice shelf, or to the sum of 
layers, whereas Crary's m ethod is not applicable to inner layers because of his use of the factor as/ps, 
a nd it underestima tes vertical d ensity gradient b ecause i> replaces p b . 

Soviet Committee on Antarctic Research, 
Vavilova pr. 30a, 

Moscow B-333, U.S.S.R. 
24 August I964 
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SIR, Movement of stones under S/lOW cover 

Movement of loose stones over bedrock surfaces below a cover of snow, such as d escribed from Mount 
Twyna m (Costin and others, 1964) , is characteristic of the area adjacent to the glacier 0sterdalsisen, in 
N orway (lat. 66° 3 1' N., long. 14° 06' E. ) . Stones are moved down slope on the bare rock which lies 
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